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SOME REMARKS ON THE LUBIN-TATE EXTENSIONS

BY SUGURU HAMADA

In this paper, we consider the possibility of characterization of the Lubin-
Tate extensions, among the totally ramified abelian extensions over a local
number field K, by means of their Galois groups.

The tamely ramified case is well known (Remark 1). In other cases, if K
is a finite unramified local number field, the Lubin-Tate extension is character-
ized by the order and the exponent of its Galois group (Theorem). However, in
general such characterization of Lubin-Tate extension is impossible; namely,
we can find fields K over which their exist always other totally ramified abelian
extensions whose Galois groups are isomorphic to those of Lubin-Tate exten-
sions (Proposition 1).

Finally, we give a remark on the composite of two Lubin-Tate extensions
(Proposition 2).

NOTATIONS. Z : the ring of rational integers, p : a prime number. Zp : the
ring of £-adic integers. Qp : the field of p-adic numbers. K: a finite extension
of Qp. π : a prime element of K. p: the maximal ideal of K. U: the group of
units of K. Hm : the multiplicative group l+£>m (m=l, 2, •••). q: the number of
elements of the residue class field of K. p : a primitive (<y—l)-th root of unity
in K. Mx : the multiplicative group of a field M. <α>: the cyclic group
generated by a. NMίN : the norm map of a field extension M/N. Gal (M/N):
the Galois group of a Galois extension M/N.

Now, the Lubin-Tate extension L(π, m) is defined as follows For f(X)=
Xq-\-πX let λn(n = l, 2, •••) be elements of an algebraic closure of Qp such that
/Ui)=0 faφϋ), f(λn)=λn^(n^2) and we set L(π, m)=K(λm).

Then L(π, m) is a totally ramified abelian extension of if such that NLcπ,mΉκ
(L(ττ, mY)=(π>Hm and Gal(L(ττ, m))=U/Hm (J. Lubin and J. Tate [3]).

THEOREM. Let K/Qp (pφ2) be a finite unramified extension and M/K be a
finite totally ramified abelian extension. Then M^L(π, m) for some π if and only
if the exponent of Gal (M/K) is a divisor of (q—l)pm~\ Moreover, if the order
of Gal (M/K) is (q—l)qm~1 then M—L(π, m) for some π.

Proof. "If" part: Let NM/κ(UM)=U/ where UM is the group of units of M.
By class field theory Gal (M/#)s£7/U'. Since the exponent of Gal (M/K) is a
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divisor of (q-l)pm^ we have U"-1™1"
On the other hand U= ip}xH1 (direct), H((~1=H1 because q—1 is a unit of

Zp, and Hξ=Hn+1 ( n = l , 2, •••) because pφ2 and /f/Qp is unramified (J. P. Serre
[4]).

Hence U^-^^'^Hm and we have Hm^Uf. Now let NM/κ(πM)=π where
7Γif is a prime element of M then <7r>i/mE<τr>ί// and L(τr, m)ϋM by class field
theory.

Moreover, if the order of Gal (M/K) is (q—l)qm~ι we have L(π, m)—M since

"Only if" part: Suppose MQL(π, m). Let πf=NMικ^M) and U'=NM/κ(UM),
then we have <π/>ί//2<π>i/TO. From this it follows U'^Hm. We have shown
the exponent of £//#m is a divisor of (g— l ) ^ " 1 so the exponent of Gal (M/K)

' is also a divisor of (q— l)pm~\

COROLLARY. M/QP (pΦ2) is a totally ramified abelian extension of degree
(p—Vjp171'1 if and only if M=L(pu, m) for some unit u of Zp.

The following is well known (S. Lang [2]).

REMARK 1. For arbitrary p, let K/Qp a finite extension. Then M/K is a
totally ramified abelian extension of degree q—\ if and only if M=L(π, 1) for
some π.

Proof. Since HC{~1=H1 for arbitrary p and K, the proof is similar to that
of Theorem.

Next we show

PROPOSITION 1. Let K=Qp(ζn) where pΦ-2 and ζn{n^2) is a primitive pn-th
root of unity.

Then for any wu^l, there exists a totally ramified abelian extension M over K
such that Gal(M/K)=U/Hm and MφL{π, m) for any prime element π of K.

For the proof, we sketch the proof of the structure theorem of Hλ of K=

Qp(ζπ) where p is an arbitrary prime and n ^ l , following to H. Hasse (H. Hasse

[1]).
Let e~[_K\Qίv~]—{p—l)pn~\ eι=pn~1

y π = l—ζn and Rt be a complete system
of representatives of Ht/Ht+i (we take 1 as the representative of the class of 1).

Then every element η of Hλ is written uniquely as follows

And for ξ^Hx such that ς^l+aπ1 mod}3'+1 for some integer a in K we have

p = l+a

pπιpmodpιp+1 if ι<e1

(*)

ξp = l-εaπι+emoάpι+e+1 if
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where — p—επe.
We set F^iill^iKβίp, (i, p)=l} then e integers k (ex<k^exp) are written

uniquely k—ιpH, (i^F and n^/^O). Then every positive integer t is written
uniquely and by (*) the corresponding Rt is given as follows Case I. If l^tt^βi
then t=ιpv\ leF, i^=0, 1, — , Λ - 1 and Rt={(l-πiypH\O^a^p—l}.

Case II(i). If e1<t = e1+se+r, O^s and l^r<e then t=ιp**+se, i&F (iφΐ)
and Rt={Q.-πi)*pKi+°\Q^a^p-l}.

Case IΙ(ii). If e1<t=e1+se+e=e1p+se, O^s i?,= {(l-7reiP)αί)

We remark (l-π)e'p=L
Thus every element 27 of i/j is written uniquely as follows

η= ft 7]t=(l-π)ai' Π ( l - τ r T ι ( l -^ e i ? ) ) α e i P

ί = l ι<=F,iΦl

where α 2eZ mod/)71 reduced, a^Zp and ae

And

— XZV (direct)

V ' — ^ ( ^ I * β 2 , •-, α β l p - i , flelP)

where άλ is the class of a1 in Z/(pn).
Next, in order to write down the structure of HJHm, in the Case I, for in-

teger m such that l^m^e1? let πij 0=0, 1, •••, n —1) be the number of the
elements of the set G3 (m)={i|ιeF, m/p'^iKm/p'-1} and in the Case II(i), for
integer 772=^1+s^+r (O^s, l^r<β), we set I(m)={i\i^F, ipH<e1+r} and J{m)

LEMMA 1. L ί̂ K~Qp(ζn) where p is a prime and n ^
Case I. If l^m^βx then

HJH^Jίc i (direct).
J=0

Case //(i). // e1<m=e1-\-seJ

Γr, Ogs, l ^

(direct).

//(ii). //

(direct)

where CpU is a cyclic group of order pu and C^u is the direct product of v copies
of Cpu's.

Proof. By the uniqueness of the representation η— Π ηt (ηt^Rt) we have
Ύ]^Hm if and only if Ύ]t=^ for all t, l^t<m.

Thus, in the Case I, V=(l-π)a^ Π (l-π^^l-π^Y^ belongs to Hm
ι<=F,iΦl

if and only if
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(*2) aί=0modpJ for such I G F as ipJ

(i.e i^G3{m)) 0 = 0 , 1,

Analogousely, in the Case II (i) η^Hm if and only if

71, al = 0mod pκί+s+1 if
(*3)

at=0mod pKί+s if ie/(m) and αβlPΞΞθ mod

And, in the Case II (ii) η^Hm if and only if

if
(*4)

and aeiP=0modps.

Thus, the Lemma follows from the isomorphim (*1).

LEMMA 2. Let K=Qp(ζn), pφ2 and n ^ 2 . Then for any integer m^2 their
exists a subgroup U; of H1 such that U'φHm and

Proof. As for the Case I of Lemma 1, let Όr be the group consisting of
those η,

v=(l-π)
ai- Π ( I-TΓO^ Q - ^ T ^

ι<EF, %Φ\

where aλ is arbitrary, a e i P ^ 0 m o d pJ if l εG^m), and other aτ's satisfy the same
conditions in (*2) of Lemma 1. Then, since m > l 1—π&Hm and 1 - π ε ί / ' .
Thus we have HmφUf. While HJU^HJH^ because HJU' has also the type
described in Case I of Lemma 1.

As for the Case II (i), let U' be the group consisting of those ΎJ in which
ps, and

0 m o d ^ 2 + s + 1 if 2e/(m)

+ s if 2G/(m)

and other at's satisfy the same conditions in (*3). The since n^2, /c2=n —1^1,
κ2+s>s and Λ : 2 + S + 1 > S we have (l-π2)pS&Hn, (l-π2)p8t=U' and Hm^Uf.
While H1/U/=Hλ/Hrrι because H1/U/ has also the type described in Case II (i) of
Lemma 1. As for the Case II (ii) the proof is similar as above.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let M be the class field which corresponds to the
class group (π}U/ where Uf is that of Lemma 2. Then UrφHm implies <τr>ί/'
Φ<πu}Hm for any M 6 [ / , SO that M is never a Lubin-Tate extension but Gal
(M/K)=U/U'=U/Hm.

Remark 2. Lemma 2 does not hold for n = l namely H1/U/ = H1/HP+1 if and
only if Uf=Hv+1.

Finally, we give a remark on the composite field of two Lubin-Tate exten-
sions.
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PROPOSITION 2. Let p be a prime number, K a finite extension of Qp, L(πlfri),

L(π2, m) (n^m) two Lubin-Tate extensions over K, and d the order π^f1 mod Hn

in the group U/Hn.

Then the inertia field of the composite field L(πlf ri)L(π2, m) is of degree d

over K. [_L(πlf n)L(π2, m): K~]=(q—l)qm~1d and [_L(πu ή)Γ\L(π2, m): K~]=(q—1)

Proof. By assumption we have
so we have by class field theory L(πlf n)L(π2, m)=TdL(π2, m) where Td is the
unramified extension of degree d over K. From this we have the Proposition
immediately.

EXAMPLE. Q^VSXV^Ύ) is unramified of degree 2 over Q2(VT) (H. Hasse
[1] P 214).

For, Q 2 (vT)=£(-2, 2), Q2(VIT)=L(2, 2) and - 1 has order 2 mod H2.
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